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Specific additions for building up vocabulary
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 Glossary tool: interface for glossary creation

Learning analytics dashboard: to view the students’

interactions with the glossary tool and with the Internet

teacher dashboard

[student dashboard]

WAPS tool: tracking and logging system that tracks student

searches on the Internet



Rationale for these tools

Target population: students and teachers (of interpreting)

Specific aims: 

- delegate terminology work to the students 

themselves

- engage students in active tasks (that mirror the 

working habits of professional interpreters)

- provide monitoring and self-monitoring tools.
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Other possible pedagogical scenarios:

LSP

CLIL

language classes in general



Premises

- Deliberate study of lists of words triggers the acquisition of both 

representational and functional aspects of vocabulary knowledge (Elgort, 

2011) 

- Glossary creation: 

- supports learning of technical terms (AIIC, 1999; Schmitt, 2000; Nation, 1982; 

Elgort, 2011); 

- fosters the acquisition of content knowledge (Gile, 2002). 
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The LearnWeb Glossary
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Glossary interface – entering items
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Explanation of glossary interface

Our interface encourages the students to focus on the most important aspects of 

vocabulary knowledge that subsume lexical competence (Nation 2001):

- written form (Term boxes and Acronym box)

- spoken form (Pronunciation box)

- meaning (Description field)

- concept (Topic fields)

- associations (Synonym button)

- collocations (Phraseology box) 

- register constraints (Uses drop down menu).

Glossary task activates a wide range of vocabulary learning strategies (Schmitt 

2000):

- metacognitive learning strategies: students choose and add the words 

they want to the glossary

- determination strategies:  students classify sources; browse the 

Internet for reference material and decide what is truly relevant for each 

field

- memory strategies: students classify their entries according to a logical 

and functional ontology; creating a definition; focus on phonological 

form
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Glossary interface – final result



The Glossary Dashboard
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Dashboard

General activity on the glossary task: These data are provided both 

for individual students and for the whole class.

Aspects of vocabulary knowledge: These data are provided both for 

individual students and for the whole class.

Sources and reference materials: These data are provided for 

individual students only.
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Dashboard – general activities 
(group view)

To monitor student commitment to the study of vocabulary.

E.g.: most of the students are not expanding their glossaries on a daily basis, as suggested by the teacher, 

but only when specifically spurred to do it.
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Dashboard – general activities 
(group view)

Internet search strategies

e.g.: Content-based 

resources (62.9%), such 

as Wikipedia or other 

types of encyclopaedias, 

institutional websites 

and scientific 

publications, are 

preferred to language-

based resources 

(37.1%), such as 

dictionaries and parallel 

corpora (Linguee and 

Reverso). 
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Dashboard - Aspects of vocabulary knowledge
(group view)

To monitor commitment and understanding of the importance of contextual information

High/Low
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Dashboard - Aspects of vocabulary knowledge
(group view)
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Dashboard – Sources and reference material
(single student view)
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Sources and reference material – The WAPS tool

Tracks Web searches outside LearnWeb
and shows a list of the pages accessed by a student

Tracks fine-grained information, such as:

- the user’s mouse movements and keyboard inputs (scrolling, clicking and typing) on a Web page

- the time and position of these events on the page

- when the user actively interacted with a Web page

- saves the sequence of actions performed by the student (can be replayed!)

Can be used by the teacher to analyse how students use the Web



Main publications on the LearnWeb
Glossary tool and dashboard
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Taibi D., Bianchi F., Kemkes P., Marenzi I. (2019): 

detailed description of the affordances and results of 

experimentation of interface with BA and MA students of 

interpreting and interview with teachers.

Bianchi F., Taibi D., Marenzi I., Kemkes P. (in press): 

example of how the LearnWeb tools were integrated into class 

activities and possible uses of these affordances for teaching 

and research in interpreting



Other tools in LearnWeb
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TED Talks in LearnWeb
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TED Talks transcripts
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Transcript annotation
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Transcript annotation
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Transcript annotation
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Transcript annotation
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Options
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Tag summary
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Summary



Example: Exercise on higher-
order comprehension tasks 
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Transcript activity log
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Transcript activity log



Analysis of the logs - RQs 

• RQ1: Was any of the tasks perceived as difficult by the students? 

• RQ2: How was each task faced by the students? 

• RQ3: How did the logs contribute to an understanding of the 
students’ approaches to the tasks?
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Analysis of the logs - Findings 

- felt confident of their analyses in Task 2 (few or no changes), but 
not on Tasks 1 and Task 3 (constant changes of idea). 

- BUT many of the students made gross mistakes in Task 2, and 
Task 3 (adopted, either systematically or sporadically, unsuitable 
selection spans). 

This suggests that:

- a large number of the students in this group had good 
summarising abilities (Task 1) but little awareness of the 
strategies and skills they automatically apply in the reading 
process (Tasks 2 and 3). 

- not aware of their limited metacognitive and analytical abilities 
(no changes in Task 2). 
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Main publications on the LearnWeb TED 
features

Bianchi F., Marenzi I. (2016):

description of TED-related features and investigation of how 
a group of MA students of interpreting performed higher-
order comprehension tasks using TED talks in LearnWeb
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To sum up

Glossary tool + dashboard: 

focused, easy-to-use tool for student autonomous work on 
vocabulary

TED-related tools + activity logs:

readily-available, but open-ended; requires creativity on part 
of the teacher
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